PSYCHOANALYSIS & PHILOSOPHY: A Seminar with

EMMANUEL FALQUE

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3rd, 2018
Brattle Campus, Lesley University
Sherill Library 250
89 Brattle St, Cambridge, MA
12:00pm to 6pm

«Ça» n’a rien à voir
Lire Freud en philosophe
**Description:** Questions concerning human desire, language, meaning, and the relationship between culture and nature have long concerned psychoanalysts and philosophers. This seminar is dedicated to engaging these disciplines in light of recent work by philosopher Emmanuel Falque. All interested in psychology, psychoanalysis, philosophy are invited to be part of this conversation.

12:00: Welcome & Opening Remarks

12:15: Emmanuel Falque

1:15: Round Table Discussion led by Richard Kearney

2:00: Jeffrey Bloechl

2:45: John Panteleimon Manoussakis

3:30: Teresa Fenichel

4:15: Matthew J. Clemente

5:00: Sabine Fos-Falque

5:45: Closing Remarks

Followed by Speaker Reception: Location TBD